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Introduction
One of the most defining characteristics of the nineteenth century is the global
phenomenon of nationalism. In the wake of the French Revolution, countries began to
conceive of national self-determination, a concept which “holds that every ‘nation,’ a
unified community of people with a desire and capacity for self-governance, is entitled to
exclusive control of its own territorial state” (Keitner 2007, 2). In order to strengthen
national identity, countries needed to foster a sense of belonging in their population, and
the most prominent way they achieved that was through the cultivation of culture.
Literature, art, and music bonded people together with a sense of shared cultural values
(Keitner 2007, 129). The three pieces performed on this recital—the first movement of
the Violin Concerto in D minor, Op. 47 by Jean Sibelius, Grave and fuga from Sonata in
A minor, BWV 1003 by J.S. Bach, and the first two movements of Shostakovich’s Sonata
for Violin and Piano, Op. 134—are all by composers who have contributed to the
national identity of their respective countries and have heavily influenced the standard
canon of violin repertoire. Music is a powerful force and was recognized as such by the
cultural leaders of Finland, Germany, and Russia. This paper will therefore discuss the
cultural climate of Finland, Germany, and the Soviet Union during eras where national
self-determination permeated nearly all aspects of everyday life, and how that intersected
with the music of Sibelius, J.S. Bach, and Shostakovich.

1

Violin Concerto in D minor, Op. 47 by Jean Sibelius
The violin concerto by Jean Sibelius is a magnificent work and one of the most
recorded pieces of the twentieth century. Stamina, an impeccable sense of rhythm and
musicianship, thorough knowledge of the score, and strong ensemble skills are all
hallmarks of what puts the first movement of this piece in an elite category of violin
repertoire required at the most prestigious auditions and competitions.
In addition to its virtuosity, this concerto features long melodic lines that evoke
images of the beautiful winter scenery of Finland. Known as the first Finnish composer,
Jean Sibelius wrote some of his richest nationalistic works from the late-nineteenth to the
early-twentieth century, including the Lemminkäinen Suite, Finlandia, the Karelia Suite,
and the Kullervo Symphony. Finland was still a Grand Duchy of the Russian Empire, only
thirteen years away from achieving status as an independent nation when the Violin
Concerto premiered in 1904 (Grimley 2004, xiii). For many years, Russian emperors
maintained a tradition which let Finland enjoy a high degree of autonomy, and as a result,
the Finns had been free to define and strengthen their cultural identity for several decades
(Goss 2009, 240). That changed in 1898 when Emperor Nicholas II signed a bill allowing
Russian nationalism to be aggressively implemented (Goss 2009, 241-243). Not only was
the Finnish culture threatened, the rights of the Finnish people changed overnight.
Sibelius thus received significant critical acclaim for bolstering the Finnish cultural
awareness within the country during this period of Russification (Huttunen 2004, 7-8). In
fact, no other composer before Sibelius had received recognition and backing from the
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Finnish government in the form of a state pension: “The decision signaled a decisive
acknowledgement of the importance of music to the national movement and a
commitment to its support” (Goss 1996, 229-231). It therefore comes as no surprise to
learn that when the Violin Concerto was first performed, critics naturally assumed it
would have some nationalistic element. Unfortunately, critics were not overly
enthusiastic, specifically pointing out its extreme difficulty for the soloist and
orchestration problems, which resulted in balance issues between the soloist and the
orchestra (Goss 1996, 104-105). Sibelius, therefore, withdrew the concerto to make
revisions and released the version we know today two years later.
Jean Sibelius and his music are regularly tied to the national discourse of Finland,
which is bordered by the Gulf of Bothnia, the Gulf of Finland, Sweden, Norway, and
western Russia. The ancient people of Finland consisted of three main tribes who were
constantly at war with one another: the Suomalaiset, the Hämäläiset, and the Karjalaiset
(Singleton 1989, 19). History will never know how these tribes would have developed as
a country had they been left to their own devices, as the region was assimilated into
Sweden in the early fourteenth century and remained as such until 1809, when it was
made a Grand Duchy of the Russian Empire. Finland was frequently the subject of
conflict between Sweden, present-day Germany, Denmark, Poland, and Novgorod
(Singleton 1989, 27). Most notably in the 1300s, Finland was used as a battleground for
the crusades between Catholicism from Sweden in the west and Orthodox Christianity
from Russia in the east (Goss 2009, 14). Sweden ultimately prevailed, and the Treaty of
Pähkinäsaari (also known as the Treaty of Nöteborg) in 1323 marked the end of the
crusades and drew a line through eastern Finland, signifying the boundary between
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Swedish and Russian territory (Singleton 1989, 22). That marked the official beginning
of Swedish rule. According to Fred Singleton in his book A Short History of Finland,
“Finland was not governed as a single unity, but was simply a group of Swedish
provinces whose administrative framework resembled that of… any other area[s] in
Sweden proper. The boundaries changed to suit the convenience of the Swedish
authorities” (Singleton 1989, 44). Nurturing the Finnish language and culture was not a
priority for Sweden, and over the course of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth
centuries, they actively tried to suppress the idea of a separate Finnish identity.
Additionally, Finns were often treated as the most dispensable people of the Swedish
kingdom, often left with little or no defense in wars with Russia over the several
centuries. The last seven years of the Great Northern War was a period of Russian
occupation in Finland known as “The Great Wrath.” Russian occupation was a time of
great trial for the Finnish people:
The period from the mid 1690s to the 1720s was catastrophic for Finland. The
Finns had suffered from famine, pestilence, war and foreign occupation. Their
population had fallen from about half a million to under 400,000. The rural
economy had been disrupted, the administrative framework was in ruins and the
faith of the Finns in the value of their connection with Sweden had been
shattered…there is no doubt that Finland suffered greatly under the Russian
occupation… Thousands were deported to endure virtual slavery in Russia; others
were conscripted into the Russian army and arbitrary acts of cruelty by local
Russian officials terrorized some sections of the population. (Singleton 1989, 50)
Although Finland suffered greatly under Russian rule, they made significant
cultural and economic gains throughout the rest of the eighteenth century, and it was
during this time that the idea of a Finnish cultural identity began to take hold. Finland’s
only university, Turku University, and the Finnish Lutheran church encouraged the
exploration of Finnish history (Singleton 1989, 54). Known as the “father of Finnish
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history,” professor Henrik Gabriel Porthan published a five-volume work between 1766
and 1778, Dissertatio de poesi Fennicia, which focused on Finnish oral folk traditions.
He and other historians of the time believed that Finland would find its national identity
by acknowledging and exploring its unique rich traditional folk culture. His work
inspired future generations to continue these ideals, “shap[ing] the Finnish national
movement, which led eventually to the declaration of independence in 1917” (Singleton
1989, 55). The conflict that remained, however, was that language still divided the
Finnish people. According to Goss (2009, 35), “the use of Swedish as the administrative
language of the kingdom of which Finns were a part, as well as the language of culture
and education, contributed to a devastating split in Finnish society.” If a member of
society wanted to improve their ranks, learning Swedish was a requirement.
Although these advancements helped strengthen Finland’s individual cultural
identity, their defenses remained very weak. In a war between Russia and Sweden in
1808, Finland was invaded by the Russian army, and by the end of that year, Sweden had
abandoned Finland. As a result, Finland was on their own to negotiate peace with Russia.
They concluded that Swedish rule was inadequate, and their interests better lay with
Russia: by 1809, Finland was officially a part of the Russian Empire as a Grand Duchy.
On March 29th, 1809 at a meeting of the Finnish Diet with Alexander I, the Tsar read his
Act of Assurance. In it he promised, “the right of the Finns to the practice of their
religion, and ‘the preservation of their traditional rights and privileges in the
constitution’” (Singleton 1989, 65). Changes to Finnish government under Russian rule
included advancements mostly at the national level. The Imperial Senate of Finland was
formed, with departments of finance, agriculture, education, industry, and public works, a
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supreme court was formed, and a secretary of state in St. Petersburg facilitated affairs
between the Tsar and Finland. The Tsar also made a generous gesture in the hopes of
increasing even more Finnish allegiance:
In 1812…Alexander made a conciliatory gesture to his new Finnish subjects
when he handed back to the Grand Duchy the territory which had been annexed to
Russia in 1721 and 1743 by the Treaties of Uusikaupunki and Turku. This
restored to Finland the port of Viipuri, the Karelian isthmus, the Karelian district
around Cappeenranta, and the Kymi valley. (Singleton 1989, 69)
For a time, life was peaceful in Finland under Russian rule and a period of Finnish
national awakening began. The seed for this movement had already been planted by H.
G. Porthan, mentioned above, and in 1835 the movement was further galvanized by the
publication of Elias Lönnrot’s Kalevala. This book, the nation’s first national epic,
sparked a number of other Finnish scholars to explore and celebrate Finnish cultural
history, pre-Sweden. It gave them self-awareness and a controversial idea took root that
they were no longer Swedish, nor could they ever succumb to becoming fully Russian.
They had to be authentically Finnish and were beginning to explore what that meant. It
was previously mentioned that Swedish was still the predominant language in Finland.
Around the middle of the nineteenth century, the Finnish language finally gained value.
German scholar Johann Gottfried von Herder believed that in order to have a truly unified
nation with a unique sense of identity, that nation must have a common language
(Spencer 2012, 79). This idea, combined with the philosophies of Hegel and Luther, was
the backbone for Johan Vilhelm Snellman, “one of the central figures advancing the idea
of a Finnish nation as a political entity” (Goss 2009, 35). He was instrumental in
appealing to the educated and bourgeoise “to change their language [and even their
names] from Swedish to Finnish” (Goss 2009, 36). It was also Snellman who was largely
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responsible for the Tsar signing the Language Edict in 1863 which officially put Finnish
on equal footing with Swedish (Goss 2009, 36). For a while, the Tsar (Alexander II at the
time) encouraged the use of the Finnish language because he thought it would further
weaken allegiance to Sweden, but soon after, Finland’s growing strength made Russia
begin to doubt their allegiance to the Empire, and in 1898 a period of Russification
began.
Following the death of Alexander III (1894), Tsar Nicholas the II appointed
General Nikolai Bobrikov as the Governor-General of Finland. His job was to impose
Russian law without the need for consent from the Finnish people. In 1900, Russian was
declared an official third language. Any attempt at protest of Russification resulted in
either exile or some other loss. It was in this six-year period from 1898-1904 when
Sibelius wrote and premiered his First Symphony, Finlandia, and the Violin Concerto.
Finlandia in particular, filled with unmistakable sounds of Finnish culture, was meant as
a subtle protest of Russification.
Sibelius did not begin his musical career with the intent of creating a Finnish
national sound. In fact, in his own writings Sibelius himself states that what motivated
him was attention, performance, and the dream of becoming a violin virtuoso, but
somehow he grew into a national composer who spent his honeymoon collecting ancient
Finnish folksongs and gave his country a sense of musical identity. His experiences in
music school, the premier of Kullervo, and the public’s desire for a sense of ownership of
a national culture are predominantly what set him on that path. In 1890, Sibelius was
studying music at the Helsinki Institute and left for a few months to study in Vienna. This
time abroad was crucial to forming Sibelius’s identity as a nationalistic composer:
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…Vienna had an extraordinary mix of cultures, including an authentic folk
culture. It is clear from correspondence with Aino… that in Vienna Sibelius
awoke to the value of the Finnish-language culture for his own creativity. This
awakening has been attributed to two things: the young composer’s love for Aino,
who like the rest of her family was an ardent Fennomane (supporter of the Finnish
language), and nationalistic currents back home, where the more progressive
voices were calling for a national art through such mouthpieces as the newly
founded newspaper Päivälehti. (Goss 2004, 26-27)
Sibelius’s teachers in Vienna encouraged him to explore and draw from his authentic
Finnish roots. In Vienna, “authentic folk culture had tradition and value” (Goss 2004,
27). He was intensely impacted by the folk melodies in the European music around him.
After hearing the Turkish march in Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, he wrote to Aino that
it moved him to tears (Goss 2004, 27). Three days later he began writing Kullervo, a
massive choral symphony based on Lönnrot’s 1835 publication of the Kalevala. It was
hailed as “the first living Finnish musical work” and “Finnish from beginning to end” by
publications following its premier (Goss 2004). Arguably more important than the sounds
and melodies in Kullervo is simply the fact that it was a piece based on pure Finnish text
by a truly Finnish composer. Its premier was considered a patriotic event and launched
Sibelius into the role of a trailblazer to find the Finnish sound.
Following Kullervo, Sibelius completed a number of works with Finnish literary
roots such as Karelia, Lemminkäinen Suite, The Maiden in the Tower, and most notably,
Finlandia, the piece which was adopted as the unofficial Finnish national anthem.
Considering this reputation, paired with the growing hunger for a cultural identity, it is
not surprising that critics were expecting Sibelius to deliver a violin concerto that was
unmistakably national in style.
Despite lukewarm reviews from critics and the fact that Sibelius withdrew the
work for revision, several aspects of Sibelius’s style, found in the majority of his
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nationalistic pieces, do appear in both the original and current forms of the Concerto as
well. First is the interval of the descending fifth. Heard in the first three notes of the
violin’s entrance, this is one of the most recognizable parts of his iconic melody and
characterizes the entire movement (Ex. 1). Rhythmically, Sibelius was known for “the
use of a dotted rhythm on the penultimate beat of a motif, in 4/4 time and usually
preceded by several notes of equal duration” (Barnett 2007, 23-24). This too shows up in
the beginning of the first movement, though not quite exactly as Barnett states. Instead of
4/4 time, it is written in 2/2 time, and the “notes of equal duration” are not entirely equal.
Still, this passage meets enough of Barnett’s criteria for it to be considered an example of
this trait (Ex. 1). It is paired with yet another Sibelius trait, what has come to be known as
the “Sibelius triplet” (Ex. 1): “a development of the ornamental function: it is a quick
triplet found between longer notes that are separated by a wider interval: the triplet
softens and bridges the gap” (Barnett 2007, 24). More characteristics of Sibelius’s style
include syncopated short-long-short patterns and slow, grand three-against-two rhythms.
The former appears most obviously in the second movement of the concerto in the
ostinato accompaniment (Ex. 2), and the latter is felt in the secondary thematic material
of the first movement (Ex. 3).
The majority of the following discussion will now focus on the first movement of
the Concerto, with brief mention of the second and third movements, as the first will be
the only one performed at the recital.
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Example 1. Sibelius, Violin Concerto in D Minor, mvt. 1 (mm. 4-7).

Example 2. Sibelius, Violin Concerto in D Minor, mvt. 2 (mm. 32-33).

Example 3. Sibelius, Violin Concerto in D Minor, mvt. 1 (mm. 102-105).
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After the ethereal opening of the first movement, the violin plays a short cadenza
passage consisting of fast runs played up and down the G string, followed by broken
arpeggios, before a scale of broken octaves brings the orchestra in for an interlude. As the
orchestra plays, it introduces the second theme of the movement in D-flat major. It is a
deeply romantic, tender melody that the violin eventually takes over, which then gives
way to a lush passage of sixths and octaves. This leads to a transitional passage in which
the violinist holds a trill for eight measures on the E-string while playing a melody on the
A-string, a very impressive effect indeed, ending with a grand flourish to bring the
orchestra in for another orchestral interlude. In a typical Romantic concerto, one would
expect to hear a development section at this point. What Sibelius does instead, however,
is replace the traditional development section with a long cadenza. One of the most
difficult parts of the whole movement, the cadenza requires the violinist to flawlessly
execute advanced techniques such as large leaps spanning the entire length of the
fingerboard, fast arpeggios and scales, dissonant double-stops and chords, octaves, and
fingered octaves.
After the cadenza comes the recapitulation, where Sibelius once again surprises
listeners by manipulating the form. Instead of the traditional technique of keeping the
recapitulation in the same key as the exposition, he writes it in G minor. Finally, the
movement comes to its most energetic at the Allegro molto vivace. Here the tempo picks
up significantly, and it is a sprint to the end. Included in this section is a short passage of
sautillé arpeggios which bear striking resemblance to a similar section in the
Mendelssohn violin concerto. Having studied both concertos, this author can claim
firsthand that the technique for executing both passages is identical. The one difference is
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that Mendelssohn chooses to have the orchestra play the main theme over the soloist’s
arpeggios while Sibelius has the orchestra play a theme from the orchestral interlude
before the first cadenza. Sibelius was a great admirer of Mendelssohn, and he may have
also been influenced by the German composer in the beginning of the movement as well,
as both openings consist of simple legato melodies played over oscillating thirds in the
orchestra. Following the sautillé arpeggios is a restatement of the main theme, in octaves,
ending with a difficult and fast fingered-octave D melodic minor scale. The movement
ends with an unflashy, but decisive, unison sforzando D.
The second movement, marked Adagio di molto, was the most popular at the first
premier of this concerto, as the audience demanded it to be encored (Goss 1996, 121).
The character in the violin is warm, round, lush, and with a sense of longing. The third
movement, marked Allegro, ma non tanto, is by far the most difficult, bringing the
concerto to the satisfying, extravagant end it deserves. The galloping pace set by the
orchestra is relentless as the soloist performs impressive feats of strength and endurance
demonstrated by lightning-speed arpeggios spanning the length of the instrument, and
equally fast scales in thirds and octaves, with little break. The end of this movement is
similar to the end of the first with a unison D, but the dynamic marking is slightly louder,
and the octave is much higher for the violin. Sibelius also allows the soloist to crescendo
and finish runs loudly, which he did not mark in the first movement. In the first
movement, all difficult, virtuosic runs are in fact finished with a printed decrescendo
marking. In the last movement by contrast, especially after the recapitulation, Sibelius
marks every crescendo, allowing the soloist to finish with a grand forte.
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Despite the unsuccessful first performance, critics were able to find good qualities
in the work. Finnish critics such as Evert Katila, Oskar Merikanto, and Alarik Uggla,
while pointing out its flaws, were generally of the consensus that it was a remarkable
concerto, it simply needed to be played by a capable violinist (Goss 1996, 119). It was
the review of one man in particular, Finland’s foremost music critic, Karl Flodin, who
arguably had the most influence over the success of the concerto at that time. He wrote:
Above all, one had expected a Finnish Sibelian Violin Concerto, something quite
new in form, in the handling of the technical aspect, in the whole concept of the
genre. This was realized only in part and in a way other than one had imagined.
First, it seemed not to be in accordance with the composer’s creative nature to go
on with such a task…Nor did it seem to be in accordance with Jean Sibelius’ freeflowing inspiration…the result was a technical overload, which not only brought
about quite overwhelming difficulties for the soloist but also drew the whole
composition down to average level. (Flodin 1904)
At this point Flodin and Sibelius were well acquainted with one another. After all, it was
Flodin who gave Sibelius one of his earliest reviews, not as a composer but as a violinist.
As previously mentioned, it was Sibelius’s deep desire to become a virtuoso violinist.
Some scholars even argue that the Violin Concerto is Sibelius’s cathartic reckoning with
the fact that he would never be capable of playing a work that difficult (Goss 2009, 302).
At a concert where he performed David’s Concerto in E minor as a student at the
Helsinki Music Institute, Flodin wrote, “Jean Sibelius possesses a highly developed
technique and in general played faultlessly” (Barnett 2007, 18). As Sibelius moved
towards being a serious composer, Flodin wrote within a paradigm that Sibelius’s goal
was to strengthen Finnish nationalism (Goss 2009, 212). From Kullervo to the
Lemminkäinen Suite, he simultaneously praised and disparaged Sibelius, often causing
Sibelius to withdraw his works for revision. At the 1900 Paris World’s Fair, Flodin
prepared and distributed a booklet titled La musique en Finlande, translated into French
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and German, in which he declared Sibelius as the “true creator of Finnish music” to the
international audiences (Goss 2009, 284). In Flodin’s mind, his true calling was primarily
to advance the national agenda. According to Goss, the advice he gave in reviews “was
given for the greater good and belonged to the common cause. Rather than impertinence,
those suggestions demonstrated the sense of shared mission among the educated
members of a society whose collective goal was to advance the national movement”
(Goss 2009, 212).
In Matti Huttunen’s essay The National Composer and the Idea of Finnishness:
Sibelius and the Formation of Finnish Musical Style, he reminds readers that “in studying
the formation of a Finnish musical style, it is important to remember that musical
compositions were not simply objects of aesthetic contemplation, but live performance
events that became vital points of focus for national expression” (Huttunen 2004, 10).
Sibelius therefore became a national composer not solely because he wrote using national
content, but more importantly, because critics worked to promote that image:
In formulating the Finnish identity, the country’s cultural leaders—its historians,
music critics, writers, and influential academics—from the late nineteenth century
until well into the twentieth went to considerable lengths to portray Sibelius as
utterly original, influenced neither by foreign ideas nor by conscious borrowings,
even from Finnish folk music. Instead, he was promoted as the spontaneous,
eternal, unquenchable spirit of the Finns manifested in genius form. (Goss 2009,
276)
The “cultural leaders,” including Flodin, portrayed Sibelius in typical nineteenth-century
fashion as a Hegelian “great man.” He was their national hero, responsible for the
formation of a Finnish cultural identity which was instrumental to the idea of Finnish
independence. While the Violin Concerto is not his most quintessential nationalistic
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work, it certainly has nationalistic traits and is unparalleled to any other Nordic violin
concerto in terms of international recognition.

Sonata No. 2 in A minor, BWV 1003 by J.S. Bach
In the article, “How the Six Bach Sonatas and Partitas for Violin Helped Spark
the Baroque Revolution,” Strings magazine asked Julia Fischer whether violinists like
Bach, to which she replied that the question was like “asking them if they like the Bible.
It’s basic for any violinist—it’s music you spend all your life with. In fact, if you don’t
like Bach’s solo-violin music, it’s very hard to be a violinist” (Fischer 2007, 51). Julia
Fischer is indeed correct; at some point in a violinist’s life, they will inevitably be taught
at least some of the movements of the Six Sonatas and Partitas. However, prior to the
middle of the twentieth century, this collection was not a concert hall favorite by any
stretch of the imagination. Literal interpretation of the notes and articulations on the page
made for a very dry, inaccurate performance and was thus not performed very often at all.
According to that same article, the 1960s was when musicians and scholars became
aware of Baroque performance practices and tried to emulate them on their modern
instruments. When some violinists decided not to take the score so literally, the music
was transformed and gained popularity. Now a staple of students’ repertoire, these Bach
pieces teach one to play with relaxed, light technique, much of which is the opposite for
playing in the Romantic genre. Bach’s music will not respond well to tension, but that is
why it is such a great teacher. If one learns to trust and let go of the tension to execute the
music with ease, they will achieve a level of mastery all violinists aspire to. This chapter
will primarily focus on the Sonata in A Minor with emphasis on the first two movements,
discussing mainly its structure and technical difficulties. These include, but are not
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limited to: bow distribution, phrasing, double-stops, three and four-note chords,
articulation, and performance practice. Finally, this chapter will end with a discussion of
how Bach was posthumously seen as a national figure at the turn of the nineteenth
century, when Germany was resisting the incredible growth of France as a European
superpower.
These six unaccompanied Sonatas and Partitas date back to 1720, when Bach was
working in the provincial town of Cöthen. Calvinist since 1596, Cöthen remained
exclusively as such until 1692 when Prince Emmanuel Leberecht married a Lutheran
woman named Gisela Agnes who worked to promote Lutheranism in the town (Rathey
2016, 281). Their son, and Bach’s future employer, Prince Leopold, chose Calvinism like
his father, and while Lutheran worship was still permitted, Cöthen remained officially of
the Reformed church. Calvinism did not include “elaborate polyphonic music” in
worship, and so Bach’s duties consisted of composing music for the court of Prince
Leopold (Stapert 2009, 76). Cöthen was the first and only time in Bach’s career where he
had no duties in the church, and though Bach must have missed having access to an
extravagant organ, scholars have declared this appointment no less astonishing than any
other in terms of the quality of pieces composed. It is during this period of Bach’s life
when some of his most beloved orchestral and chamber works were composed, including
the Brandenburg Concertos, the first volume of the Well-Tempered Clavier, the Cello
Suites, and the Six Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin.
Working for Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Cöthen must have felt like a luxury for
Bach. Leopold was an avid music lover and even an amateur musician, often playing
violin in the court orchestra. His vision was to put together the best court orchestra
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around, calling it “the Court of the Muses,” and by the time Bach became kapellmeister,
“Bach had at his disposal an ensemble superior in both quality and size” (Geck 2000,
103). Although Bach’s autograph of the collection of the Sonatas and Partitas are dated to
1720, fairly new research has emerged to suggest that sketches of these pieces began as
early as Bach’s years as a church musician in Weimar (Schröder 2007, 49). Nevertheless,
Cöthen was the first time when Bach had access to musicians who were capable of
performing such technically demanding works, so naturally the collection was finished
there.
The Sonata in A minor follows the same form as all three of the unaccompanied
sonatas. They are in the style of the Italian Baroque sonata da chiesa, or “church sonata,”
consist of four movements that alternate slow-fast-slow-fast, and each second movement
is a fugue (Affelder 1971). The first movement, Grave, is essentially an improvisatory
movement. Improvisation was very common in Baroque violin playing, but in this
context, Bach was writing out his own improvisations. The only other movement in the
entire collection in the same improvisatory style is the first movement of the Sonata in G
minor. Both are incredibly slow, but while the G-minor Adagio uses a more rubato
technique, the A-minor Grave makes use of agogic accentuation. In other words, “the
subtle lengthening of certain notes for emphasis in order to impart a speech-like feeling”
(Richie 2016, 29). Indeed, one of the biggest challenges of this movement is to maintain a
light, free-flowing character while being unambiguous about which beats are emphasized.
A knowledge of Baroque performance practice can inform the performer interpretively.
For example, in measure twenty-two Bach fits sixteen notes under one slur (Ex. 4). In the
Baroque period, slurs were phrase marks that indicated where the agogic accent should
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go, and according to Leopold Mozart, “the first note is the strongest and each subsequent
note weaker” (Richie 2016, 32). The Baroque violin made it easier to accommodate long
slurs, as it was easier to draw a slow bow and still maintain a good sound. Performing
this movement in the twentieth century is slightly more challenging due to a combination
of a heavier bow and “the pedagogical methods that emphasize the need to project above
orchestral accompaniment” (Richie 2016, 33). Consequently, it is tempting to break up
the long slurs and ignore the agogic accents.

Example 4. J.S. Bach, Grave, from Sonata in A minor (mm. 22-23).

One other remarkable articulation in this movement occurs in the penultimate bar,
during the parallel-sixth walkup to the octave E in the final bar (Ex. 4). The “squiggly”
line appearing above and below the first double-stop quarter notes does not appear very
often in Baroque music and is perhaps most accurately interpreted as a seventeenth
century tremolo (Schröder 2007, 99). In modern terms it is best equated to a portato and
produces the sound effect of a light pulsating on the note executed with the bow.
According to Dutch violinist Jaap Schröder, “the old baroque bow lent itself quite
naturally to this exercise because the wooden stick could be made to bounce up and down
ever so lightly while the hair kept in touch with the string” (Schröder 2007, 99). In
keeping with seventeenth-century performance practice, the speed of the portato, as well
as that of the following trill, can be measured at the speed of thirty-second notes, with the
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trill starting on the note. The final two quarter-notes culminate in dominant tension in the
final bar, which is intended to be played attacca into the following fugue. In his book
Bach’s Works for Solo Violin, Joel Lester suggests that the first movements of all three
sonatas and the Partita in E major serve as preludes to their respective fugues (and in the
case of the Partita, the Louré), and that “just as Bach constructed the pattern-preludes in
the Well-Tempered Clavier so that each is more complex than its predecessors, he
ordered the Sonatas in G and A minor so that the simpler of these two similar opening
movements comes first” (Lester 1999, 51). Therefore, the sustained E octave at the end of
the Grave is the dominant tension of the A-minor fugue, connecting the two movements.
This fugue begins by immediately framing the octave E with a quick leading tone
and octave jump, continuing from the Grave, before resolving to A minor in the second
measure. The rhythmic motif, while light in character, has a driving force, and the
harmonic structure is so intricate that it becomes unclear where sections end and begin.
The two-bar subject is driven by a lively eighth-note rhythm always preceded by two
sixteenth-note pick-ups. This lends itself to a deceptive interpretation for the listener, as
the down beat is not where the true emphasis lies. The rhythm should be emphasized as if
it were, “and-a two-and one” (Ex. 5). In order to execute this pattern with clear
articulation, it will serve the modern violinist well to stay in the lower part of the bow and
use a repeated “down-down” stroke. This ensures that the first of the sixteenth notes will
always be on a down-bow, and that the emphasized beat “two” is also on a down-bow
(Ex. 5). When performed on a modern instrument, the double-down bow also preserves
the rhythmic integrity of the subject for the whole movement, allowing the sixteenth
notes to consistently propel the melody forward. In Baroque tradition, up-bows and
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down-bows had a different function due to the way the bow was built. Today, modern
pedagogy teaches that the up and down stroke need to be identical, whereas in the
Baroque era, the up and down strokes were meant to be different. The up-bow signified a
lighter stroke while the down-bow gave strong accents (Stowell 1992, 139-140).

Example 5. J.S. Bach, Fugue, from Sonata in A minor (mm. 1-4).

This simple and repetitive motif repeats with minimal breaks for the entirety of
the 289-measure movement. This massive length, Schröder notes, is largely due to the
“harmonic flexibility” of the subject: “because the theme is such a key-oriented
statement, cadencing without hesitation, a change of just one note sends the fugal
construction to a different tonal center… the harmonic skeleton has as many branches on
its many levels as a big oak tree” (Schröder, 2007 102-103). To be precise, this fugue
modulates five times before returning to A minor.
Because fugues are polyphonic in nature, a performer of the A-minor fugue, or
any of Bach’s fugues for that matter, must stay true to the melodic line. As Ritchie points
out, “Bach never wrote two notes on the same stem” (Ritchie 2016). Therefore, even in
the case of chords, each voice must retain its structural integrity with the melody voice
given priority, even if it is found in an inner voice. Just like in the Grave, this is one of
the many challenges of this movement for the modern violinist: maintaining a sprightly
character while playing four-note chords, often several in a row. Modern violins allow
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performers to break chords in a more Romantic style, and in some cases that can be an
advantageous technique to bring out the melody. However, if one were to watch a
performance in the year 1720, they would find the performer using the natural weight of
the bow to produce a more arpeggiated effect. It is up to the performer to decide which
technique to use in each instance, but if one were to choose the latter, the structure of the
Baroque violin and bow made it easier to achieve this. Violins were held much lower and
with very little neck tension, and at a pronated angle so that the f-holes were facing
toward the audience. This let the bow, which was shorter and lighter than today’s bows,
move more vertically than horizontally (Schröder 2007, 11). To physically execute fournote chords in the Baroque style on a modern instrument, there is a number of criteria.
The elbow must stay low, and the fingers relaxed to a point where if the violin was not
there to hold the instrument up, the bow would fall to the ground. Next, let the bow sink
into the lower strings with only the natural weight of the bow. The pinky will be quite
loose. Contrary to modern technique, avoid raising the elbow to the plane of the lower
strings. As the chord is pulled in a down-bow, gently guide the bow across the strings
leading with a sinking feeling in the elbow, letting the forearm and wrist follow. A
similar vertical motion should be achieved when playing a chord on an up-bow: instead
of thinking of the motion as a horizontal across all for strings, let the bow fall again with
“the forearm fall[ing] toward [the] ribs” (Richie 2021, 15).
This fugue is also a perfect example of dynamic writing in the Baroque era.
Although Bach does include some dynamics, they are mostly to communicate an echoing
effect between antecedent and consequent. For all of the other parts of the music, a
Baroque player would adhere to conventional modes of expression not necessarily
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written down. In fact, Baroque scores naturally leave out important information such as
articulation, phrasing marks, and dynamics. The reason for this is that stylistic aspects of
performance were ubiquitous at the time these early pieces were composed, so notating
them felt redundant (Vial 2008, 7). Furthermore, Bach, nor any of his contemporaries,
were writing with the goal of publication and wide dissemination, so including phrasing
and articulation marks to ensure that future generations play the music correctly would
have not been a relevant consideration. In her book The Art of Musical Phrasing in the
Eighteenth Century, cellist Stephanie Vial explains that in the Baroque era, musical
phrases were structured to mimic speech, and music, just like speech, has written and
unwritten pauses. In both cases, sentences were extremely long, much longer than
phrases of modern speech or even speech of the nineteenth century (Vial 2008, 7). It
follows that in order to shape these long phrases to make sense to the listener, it would be
anachronistic to utilize modern technique: “From late nineteenth-century music, a string
player learns to create long lines by always leading over the bar lines, through dominant
chords to their tonics. But in eighteenth-century music, such resolutions prematurely end
sentences and the important connection between ideas becomes lost” (Vial 2011, 35). In a
Strings Magazine article, violinist Elizabeth Field interviews Vial to illustrate what it was
like to perform in the Baroque era:
Simply put, in the eighteenth century, if you wanted to hear a piece of music,
someone had to play it for you…As such, musicians were expected to imbue each
piece with a highly distinctive personality. This explains why the best
composers/performers were employed by the courts: the nobility could buy the
best that was out there…The purpose of the music then was to move, delight,
enthrall, horrify, sadden, elate—all at the moment it was being played. (Field
2011, 34)
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Because of the lack of stylistic notation, it is therefore the performer’s job to make
themselves aware of where an eighteenth-century musician may have paused, or how to
correctly apply dynamics that are otherwise unwritten. The movement ends with a
virtuosic melisma before ending on a Picardy third. This melisma appears slurred in
many modern Bach scores, but Bach did not write slurs over those notes and should
always be played with separate bows. Just as in the Grave, it is yet another example of
Bach’s improvisatory style.
The third movement of this sonata, Andante, is an example of how double-stops
function as a self-accompanying line. Clearly juxtaposing two distinct voices, this
movement, in binary form, is perhaps most famous for the steady, pulsing eighth notes in
the bottom voice as the top voice effortlessly executes the melody. The tempo marking of
andante should therefore be thought of not as simply “slow,” but as leisurely and
singable. The well-known challenge is balancing the bow in the accompanied line to
maintain consistency in support of one of Bach’s most beloved melodies. Vibrato may be
utilized as an expressive ornament. Just as in trills, “the speed and amplitude of the
oscillations should match the character of the affect…” (Ritchie 2016, 110). Because
there are distinctly separate lines in this movement, the goal of the performer is to try and
sound like two people at once with different levels of expressivity. The bottom voice
remains steady yet lyrical, the top voice like a soprano singing an Italian aria.
The final movement of this sonata is the Allegro, a fast and lively piece of music.
This movement is pure perpetual motion and has the most in common with the E-major
Preludio. Ledbetter writes that in these nonstop movements, the key is to pay attention to
the “underlying harmonic rhythm.” For example, “a broad grasp of tension levels is vital
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for projecting Bach’s long paragraphs. Thus, from bar 21 onwards is one long dominant
pedal which is finally released into tonic at the very end… A performance that makes
shapes out of the surface without feeling this tug of the groundswell is missing the point”
(Ledbetter 2009, 128). Another harmonic tension to look out for is in transitional periods.
When the music becomes more chromatic, the harmony changes at a faster rate. Bringing
out those subtleties gives the listener context and is a way to organize and make sense of
a piece of music that never stops until the end.
Bach was not known as a nationalist composer during his lifetime, nor is he
regarded as one now (notwithstanding Germany’s pride for having produced such a
musical giant). Nevertheless, he was put into a category of nationalistic heroes at the turn
of the nineteenth century, when the movement of German nationalism was galvanized in
direct opposition to “the French Enlightenment and Napoleon’s push for political
hegemony” (Geck 2000, 9). People from all over Europe watched closely as they saw
France in many levels of disarray, from the encouraging overthrow of the aristocracy to
the Reign of Terror, to the execution of their king, and finally to Napoleon’s reign.
According to David Blackbourn in his book History of Germany, 1780-1918, there was a
collective idea among the European nations that the revolution in France had “universal
significance” (Blackbourn 1998, 49). Because of what was witnessed in France, German
people were initially excited about revolution. German peasants felt as though they were
treated unfairly by the aristocracy and began to simmer in the thought of their own
revolution. However, when Louis XVI was sent to the guillotine, Germany became aware
of the potential for domestic terror and support for the revolution drastically declined.
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Additionally, France’s victory over Austrian and Prussian wars in the 1790s had
sweeping effects on Germany:
On the back of its military dominance, and exploiting internal weaknesses and
rivalries within the Holy Roman Empire, France took the driving seat in
Germany: it disposed of territories, imposed indemnities, controlled or enforced
alliances, made and unmade kings. The Rhineland, occupied in 1792 and
reoccupied in the mid-1790s, became a part of France in 1802… (Blackbourn
1998, 61)
Fearful of French domination, Germany’s push for a national identity naturally took root
in “the notion of cultural unity—Germany as the nation of poets and thinkers” (Geck
2000, 9). While the French Enlightenment valued reason, rational thinking, and natural
law, Germany went through a contrasting movement known as Sturm und Drang, which
translates to “Storm and Push,” or “Storm and Stress.” Rather than emphasizing reason,
Sturm und Drang emphasized feeling and emotion. Emerging out of this movement
around 1772 was Weimar Classicism, which lasted until 1805. Literary giants such as
Schiller and Goethe were the driving forces behind this movement, writing about
humanity and the importance of truth, virtue, and the search for morality. It was also at
this time when prominent music historian and theorist Johann Nikolaus Forkel wrote the
first biography of Johann Sebastian Bach. Published in 1802, more than half a century
after Bach’s death, it bears the title On Johann Sebastian Bach’s Life, Art, and Work: For
Patriotic Admirers of True Musical Art. The book is a tribute to the composer, painting
the picture of Bach as a national hero:
…Bach’s works are a priceless national patrimony; no other nation possesses a
treasure comparable to it. Their publication in an authoritative text will be a
national service and raise an imperishable monument to the composer himself. All
who hold Germany dear are bound in honour to promote the undertaking to the
utmost of their power. I deem it a duty to remind the public of this obligation and
to kindle interest in it in every true German heart. (Forkel 1802, xxv)
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Forkel’s writing has all the hallmarks of both of the literary movements of the time,
focusing on the image of Bach as an artist who beautifully and eloquently expressed his
emotions through music. That is not to say his biography is not of factual substance. On
the contrary he strives for accuracy and writes at length of the details of Bach as a
German musician, composer, and teacher. Still, Forkel writes with an unmistakable
nationalistic angle congruent with the time in which it was written. One quote in
particular asserts J.S. Bach as one of the nation’s most momentous poets and thinkers:
“This man, the greatest orator-poet that ever addressed the world in the language of
music, was a German! Let Germany be proud of him, but worthy of him too” (Forkel
1802, 152)! The same is true of the next major writing on Bach.
The next significant Bach biography is “the Spitta.” Published in two volumes in
1873 and 1880, Johann Sebastian Bach, “document[s] and analyze[s] Bach’s life and
works exhaustively…construct[ing] them, as components of a ‘grand’ German history”
(Geck 2000, 11). The painstaking efforts put forth by Philipp Spitta to uncover
documents and specific details about Bach’s life was groundbreaking. Prior to Spitta, all
that was known of Bach was in Forkel’s book, whose sources were primarily from letters
and informal communication with Bach’s son Carl Philipp Emmanuel. Similar to Forkel,
Spitta portrays Bach’s music as nothing short of perfect, and he too interprets Bach in a
way consistent with the cultural aesthetic of the time. Not only does he wax poetic in the
style of Goethe when describing Bach’s music, he promotes the idea that Bach was the
“quintessential Protestant cantor.” After the founding of the German Reich in 1871,
Germany was returning to strong cultural Protestantism. Portraying Bach in this uberreligious light was therefore another way to express nationalism.
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It is rather thought-provoking to follow the reception history of Bach’s music
through the centuries. What started out as “well-regulated church music,” or secular
music for the court of Cöthen, became a canvas on which scholars and thinkers projected
the current ideas of the time. Perhaps Joel Lester articulated best when he wrote that “the
rediscovery of Bach early in the nineteenth century fulfilled many agendas, ranging from
finding a great German master of the past to assist growing German nationalism…Bach’s
music was absorbed by the period as if it were contemporary music” (Lester 1999, 160).
This is proof of the living nature of Bach’s music. This tradition of adapting Bach’s
music to suit the needs of the current time is precisely how the Sonatas and Partitas
transitioned from an almost-forgotten status to a beloved collection that is compulsory
repertoire for students and professionals alike.

Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 134 by Dmitri Shostakovich
Dmitri Shostakovich’s Violin Sonata Op. 134 was completed in 1968, seven years
before his death in 1975. He wrote it as a gift for the sixtieth birthday of Ukrainian
violinist David Oistrakh, who debuted it in 1969 (Iakubov 2017). It is a brooding, raw,
and deeply personal piece which was customary of his late style (MacDonald 2008, 135).
In the first movement, originally titled “Pastorale,” Shostakovich experiments with a
twelve-tone row (MacDonald 2008, 135). However, instead of developing it using
traditional serial techniques such as inversion, retrograde, retrograde inversion and the
like, he simply uses it as a melodic idea and develops it throughout the movement. The
second movement is lively and much louder than the first, taking the listener by surprise
after the still and sparse ending of the first movement. It sustains a certain percussiveness
in both the violin and piano, growing increasingly frenzied until the end, where the violin
seems to be relentlessly screaming at its highest register before coming to a decisive end
on the G string. The final movement opens with an intense introduction in both voices
before the violin introduces the theme via pizzicato, completely changing the character
from heavy to light. This movement brings glimpses of hope and beauty, but these are
equally balanced with chaotic and sorrowful moments characterized by dense virtuosic
cadenzas in both the violin and piano, full of agitated rhythmic repetitions and extensive
use of the lower registers.
The unmistakably bleak nature of this entire work is not unique to the Violin
Sonata. Many Shostakovich biographers have made the claim that he was a lifelong
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dissident, covertly (or even openly) writing anti-Stalin themes in his music (Maes 1996,
344-348). Living as a composer under the Soviet regime was unpredictable and
undoubtedly nerve-wracking, as all music was subject to heavy censorship and approval
from the government. The Soviet agenda required all artists to adhere to Socialist
Realism, a concept theoretically based on the requirement that all art needed to have
accessible and clearly defined content, but in reality grew increasingly ambiguous with
each passing year (Fay 2000, 88). In the previous two chapters, I highlighted how people
with power used culture as a way to advance the national agenda. For Shostakovich,
being nationalistic was not a choice, but rather a means of survival. The question of his
true attitude towards the Soviet government has been a point of intrigue for scholars and
amateur music-lovers alike, and I will explore some of those discussions in the first part
of this chapter. I will then move on to a brief discussion on how avant-garde techniques
were regarded in Soviet Russia and how Shostakovich manages to cleverly use them in
this Sonata, followed by a more detailed discussion of the Violin Sonata.
By default, working as a successful composer in Soviet Russia meant that the
music produced was nationalistic, or rather, furthered the Party agenda. However, ever
since Shostakovich’s death, scholars have debated whether or not he truly believed in
communism. Soviet ideologists maintained that he was loyal to the Party, but in 1979,
Testimony: The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich was published. It bears the subtitle “as
related to and edited by Solomon Volkov,” clarifying that it was not actually written by
Shostakovich, but rather dictated by him to Mr. Volkov, a Soviet musicologist who had
emigrated from Russia (Volkov 1980, xv-xvi). If Testimony were to be true, then
Shostakovich had actually abhorred the regime and surreptitiously rebelled against it by
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writing musical codes in his compositions. In some instances, Shostakovich is even made
out to be openly critical of the Regime:
I think it is clear to everyone what happens in the Fifth [Symphony]. The
rejoicing is forced, created under threat, as in Boris Godunov. It’s as if someone
were beating you with a stick and saying, “Your business is rejoicing, your
business is rejoicing,” and you rise, shaky, and go marching off muttering, “Our
business is rejoicing, our business is rejoicing.” What kind of apotheosis is that?
You have to be a complete oaf not to hear that. (Volkov 1980, 183)
It is remarkably tempting to blindly accept Testimony as factual. It makes for a romantic
and attractive story to read Shostakovich painted as the hero, a tortured victim of the evil
Soviet powers especially in the thick of the Cold War era. Upon further study by
musicologists, however, it seems that Testimony is not as credible as it was made out to
be. Pioneering research by Shostakovich scholar Laurel Fay revealed that the majority of
the book was made up of articles already published in Soviet journals and magazines,
authored by Shostakovich (Fay 1980, 488). In fact, in the years immediately following
Testimony’s publication, articles were already questioning its credibility:
From The New York Times: The memoirs are a serious indictment of past and
present Russia, as well as the recollections of a life apparently spent in fear and
despair. But are the words really Shostakovich’s? (Schonenberg, 1979)
From The Musical Times: Maxim Shostakovich, the composer’s son, has said,
according to a Reuter report, that the book is “largely a compilation of rumors and
anecdotes collected at third hand” and that the editor, Solomon Volkov, “met
[Shostakovich] only four times and for no more than two hours each time.”
(Geoffrey 1980, 241)
One year after Maxim defected to the United States, he maintained his position:
From The New York Times: Surprisingly, last April, after defecting to the West
with his own son, Maxim was equally dismissive of the book. “These are not my
father’s memoirs,” he said in a West German interview, “This is a book by
Solomon Volkov. Mr. Volkov should reveal how the book was written.”
(Rothstein 1981)
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When questioned, Volkov was unable to produce any legitimate source material, simply
stating that the book itself was proof enough (Fay 1980, 493). Although the probability is
high that Testimony is mostly fabricated, scholars have nonetheless used it to research
Shostakovich as a dissident. It does pose compelling theories that are worth researching,
but it should be used with caution, something that subsequent authors have tried to do,
but ultimately failed. Two examples are Ian MacDonald in The New Shostakovich and
Karen Kopp in Form und Gehalt der Symphonien des Dimitrij Shostakowitsch. Both
provide compelling analysis of his work, but both also base their arguments on the
pretense that Testimony is true, and therefore fail to provide concrete evidence to support
their claims (Maes 1996, 344-345).
In A History of Russian Music: from Kamarinskaya to Babi Yar, Frances Maes
explains that the discussion of Shostakovich as a dissident is actually rather multifaceted.
First, he claims that the notion is highly nuanced, and that the problem of Testimony
should not completely discount the argument that Shostakovich was against the regime
(Maes 1996, 350). For example, Shostakovich had notably fallen in and out of favor with
the government more than once. Perhaps the most famous instance is in the case of Lady
Macbeth of the Mtsenk District, an opera based on Nikolai Leskov’s story of the same
name. It is about Katerina Izmailova, a member of the proletariat class who commits
adultery and numerous murders, ending with her exile to Siberia. In Leskov’s version,
Katerina warrants no sympathy, but in Shostakovich’s version, he justifies her behavior.
Initially, the opera was successful, but when Stalin attended a performance on January
26th, 1936, he “refused to receive Shostakovich in his box and ostentatiously left the
theater with his entourage before the last act” (Maes 1996, 300). Two days later, a
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dangerously career-destroying review appeared in Pravda (the official Soviet
publication) condemning the opera. Despite Stalin’s hatred of Lady Macbeth, both
arguments can be made for it being either against or supportive of communism. In the
perspective of it being against communism, “the character of Katerina Izmailova can then
be seen as a symbol for the suffering Soviet citizen, and the caricature of the policeman
as a caricature of Stalin himself” (Maes 1996, 351).
On the other hand, Shostakovich had claimed that Katerina’s suffering was due to
class struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie: “In other words, Shostakovich
viewed the event through the spectacles of the Marxist ideal of progress. All human
misery springs from the social order and will disappear when mankind reaches a higher
stage or historical development” (Maes 1996, 266). Factual evidence does not exist in
support of one argument over the other, and attempting to decipher any composer’s
intentions is largely impossible. Still, that has not stopped people from trying.
Discussions such as this one extend to other genres of Shostakovich’s music, from string
quartets to symphonies.
After the Lady Macbeth fiasco, Shostakovich publicly redeemed himself by
writing his Fifth Symphony. Not only was it wildly popular with the general public at
home and abroad, it “set the bar for musical Socialist Realism very high” (Fay 2000,
104). How had Shostakovich managed to win the hearts of audiences worldwide while
appeasing Stalin? According to Maes, after Beethoven’s Ninth, Bruckner and Mahler
defined and developed the Romantic symphony to be a genre that uses “specific musical
images and illusions…that each listener can evaluate and interpret on personal grounds”
(Maes 1996, 355). It was for this reason that the Soviet critics praised Shostakovich’s
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music while at the same time, the public felt it gave voice to their suffering (Maes 1996,
354). Both responses are valid, therefore not only are the composer’s intentions
irrelevant, it is impossible to draw any authoritative meaning. Furthermore, focusing too
heavily on the composer’s intentions may cause the listener to ignore their own personal
response to the music. The personal response, the freedom to feel, is precisely what made
Shostakovich’s music so loved in Russia during a time of repression.
Many have raised questions about Shostakovich’s use of twelve-tone rows in his
late music, as they appear in his String Quartet No. 12 in D-flat major, Seven Verses of A.
Blok, the Second Violin Concerto, and the Violin Sonata (Fay 2000, 257-258). Socialist
realism was still the official style of the Soviet Union, and dodecaphony, among other
avant-garde techniques, was considered a threat to the regime. Influenced by writer
Maxim Gorky, Socialist Realism extended to all categories of art, mandating that art
needed to be community-oriented rather than show any qualities of individualism (Fay
2000, 369). In other words, art that was too abstract or difficult to understand was
considered “formalism” and would be rejected. Since Stalin was moving society towards
a communist state, the art that was created needed to reflect and glorify that mentality. It
was an intentional break from modernist experiments, which the government feared
because they felt that avant-garde art could influence people on an intrinsic level, and that
posed too much of a threat to Soviet ideals.
When asked about his use of twelve-tone rows in his Twelfth String Quartet,
Shostakovich defended himself saying, “They can also be found in Mozart” (Fay 2000,
258). In the Violin Sonata, Shostakovich manages to justify his use of dodecaphony by
treating the twelve-tone row in a tonal sense. Rather than manipulating it via traditional
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techniques such as inversion, retrograde, and retrograde-inversion, for example, he treats
it as a melody, developing it throughout the first movement. After the piano introduces all
twelve-notes in the first three measures, Shostakovich simply continues the phrase for
five more bars until the violin enters, in which the piano begins to repeat its eight-bar
phrase verbatim two more times. The sparse texture gives this beginning a haunting
quality. The piano moves in perfect octaves with unison rhythm between both hands. The
only dynamic marking is in measure one, instructing the pianist to play piano and legato.
When the violin does enter in measure nine, it immediately plays the Shostakovich
motive: his monogram he includes as a sort of “signature mark” on his scores with the
notes D-Eb-C-B. Twenty-five bars into the movement, the meter changes from 4/4 to 5/4
and both voices are instructed to play even softer. Here, the violin begins to play
recognizable fragments of the piano “vamp” from the previous section, participating in a
loose call-and-response with the piano. As the movement progresses, the meter continues
to change between 4/4, 5/4, and 3/2, but the rhythms are uncomplicated, giving this
section a very metronomic character. The texture stays relatively constant, with the violin
occasionally playing double stops and drones, sometimes even at a forte dynamic, but the
piano rarely plays more than two notes at any given beat. Even so, that makes the
character changes all the more remarkable. At bar seventy, the violin begins to play with
a spiccato articulation, allowing the music to take on a folk-like quality. The starkest
contrast of character, however, occurs 146 measures into the movement, when the violin
plays sixteenth-notes in its highest register, giving the effect of the whistling wind (Ex.
6). This evocative passage comes to an end after twelve bars, when the piano enters with
two iterations of another twelve-tone row occurring over four bars. The music takes on
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the metronomic character from earlier before returning to a folk-like quality, this time
coming from the piano. The pizzicati and sul ponticello tremolos in the violin, however,
make it difficult to decide whether the character is playful or menacing. With the
exception of the whistling-wind passage making one more appearance, this is the
ambiguous mood that sustains the rest of the movement. Eventually, the tremolos fade to
nothing, sneakily setting the listener up for what is to come.
The second movement, originally titled “Allegro furioso,” is indeed an apt name,
as it opens with a strong forte attack in the piano followed by the introduction of the main
theme in the violin. The energy is relentlessly frenzied, the articulations sharp and
angular. It is a three-part scherzo in E-flat minor, complete with a short cadenza for the
violin in the middle. In this movement, Shostakovich makes ample use of the open strings
in the violin which give the movement a sense of raw abrasiveness. Dissonances are
sustained in many parts of the movement as well. As the movement progresses, growing
ever more agitated, the violin climbs higher and higher in register. Though it is
impossible to truly decide Shostakovich’s personal meaning in this music, the character
of the music here is unquestionably angry and violent.
The third movement, originally titled “Theme with Variations,” is a passacaglia.
After a brief but anguished introduction, the violin first states the eleven-bar theme with
solo pizzicato. The piano then plays its own solo variation of the theme before the violin
enters again. As the variations progress, they sound increasingly, however marginally,
optimistic. Around measure 106, motifs from the first movement are heard, even
including the changing meters between 4/4, 5/4, and 3/2. The variations grow in texture
and rhythmic complexity before briefly calming down around measure ninety, eventually
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leading to another pizzicato variation in which the piano and violin take turns articulating
the next note. Sometimes the difference is by a quarter note, and sometimes the
difference is by an eighth note, giving the effect of a cat-and-mouse game between the
two voices. After this brief reprieve, the variations begin to gain momentum, eventually
coming to the climax at the first of two cadenzas. The piano goes first with an ultrachromatic, Chopin-like solo for eighteen bars. The meter changes almost every bar and
continues to do so when the violin enters. As if in a relay race, the violin swiftly takes
over with its solo cadenza, beginning with a twelve-tone melody self-accompanied by
sextuplets which are so fast, they give the effect of trills. As the short cadenza broadens,
the piano comes back in with material from the introduction of the movement. Now at the
recapitulation, additional material from the first movement is heard. At measure 247, the
whistling wind theme comes back in the violin (Ex. 7). The movement continues to wind
down, eventually ending with the same sul ponticello tremolos, reminiscent of first
movement, fading away into nothing.

Example 6. Shostakovich, Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 134, mvt. 1 (mm. 145-149).
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Example 7. Shostakovich, Sonata for Violin and Piano, Op. 134, mvt. 3 (mm. 245-247).

In keeping with the rest of his later works, the Violin Sonata unmistakably
portrays the anguish Shostakovich must have felt during his lifetime. In addition to the
uncertainty of living in communist Russia, Shostakovich’s health had significantly been
declining in his later years as well which caused him some depression. Since 1958 he had
been in and out of the hospital for a “mysterious ailment,” which was finally diagnosed as
poliomyelitis in 1969 (Goss 2000, 264). Surviving as an artist in the Soviet Union was no
simple task, but Shostakovich’s music was extraordinarily capable of taking on many
different meanings and evoking a multitude of emotions that he managed to gain the
favor from both the government and the citizens of communist Russia. While he was
alive, Stalin ruled the Soviet Union with violence and terror, all under the pretense of
bettering humankind. The public was forced to act in certain ways, praising and
supporting the Regime no matter what persecution may have come their way.
Shostakovich’s music is a direct metaphor for what life was like during that time. He was
outwardly supportive while still being able to give the public something that could help
them express their grief. The Violin Sonata, while outwardly coming across as accessible
to the Soviet officials, is simultaneously filled with sounds of inimitable anger, anguish,
and loss.
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